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Abstract 
This paper is devoted to the development of adaptive control schemes for uncertain 
discrete-time systems, which guarantee robust, global, exponential convergence to 
the desired equilibrium point of the system. The proposed control scheme consists 
of a nominal feedback law, which achieves robust, global, exponential stability 
properties when the vector of the parameters is known, in conjunction with a 
nonlinear, dead-beat observer. The obtained results are applicable to highly 
nonlinear, uncertain discrete-time systems with unknown constant parameters. The 
applicability of the obtained results to real control problems is demonstrated by the 
rigorous application of the proposed adaptive control scheme to uncertain freeway 
models.  
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1. Introduction 
 
   Adaptive control for discrete-time systems has been studied in many works (see for instance 
[8,29,30,31]) and in many cases it is a direct extension of adaptive control schemes for continuous-
time systems (see [16]). Although discrete-time systems allow a direct study of the limitations of 
adaptive control schemes (see for example [28]), the major shortcoming of many adaptive control 
methodologies is that the closed-loop system does not exhibit an exponential convergence rate to 
the desired equilibrium point of the system, even if the nominal feedback law achieves global 
exponential stability properties when the parameters are precisely known.  
 
   This work is devoted to the development of adaptive control schemes for uncertain discrete-time 
systems, which guarantee robust, global, exponential convergence to the desired equilibrium point 
of the system. The idea is simple: use a nominal feedback law, which achieves robust, global, 
exponential stability properties when the vector of the parameters is known, in conjunction with a 
nonlinear, dead-beat observer. The dead-beat observer (designed using an extension of the 
methodology described in [12]) achieves the precise knowledge of the vector of unknown 
parameters after a transient period; then the states of the closed-loop system are robustly led to the 
desired equilibrium point with an exponential rate by the nominal feedback law. The proposed 
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adaptive scheme does not require the knowledge of a Lyapunov function for the closed-loop system 
under the action of the nominal feedback stabilizer.  
 
   The obtained results are applicable to highly nonlinear, uncertain discrete-time systems with 
unknown constant parameters. The applicability of the obtained results to real control problems is 
demonstrated by the rigorous application of the proposed adaptive control scheme to uncertain 
freeway models.  
 
    Traffic congestion in freeways leads to serious degradation of the infrastructure causing 
excessive delays, and impacting traffic safety and the environment. Extensive research has been 
conducted to investigate and develop traffic control measures which can tackle this phenomenon. 
However, measures such as ramp metering, variable speed limits or dynamic route guidance have to 
be driven by appropriate control strategies in order to achieve their target. Traffic control strategies 
such as nonlinear optimal control [2,5] and Model Predictive Control [1,9] have been extensively 
studied but they are highly demanding from the computational point of view. However, the 
efficiency of traffic operations can also be enhanced by explicit feedback control approaches such 
as the pioneering I-type regulator ALINEA [23] and its extensions [26,27], as well as other 
proposed feedback control algorithms in [10,11,24,25]. These explicit feedback control strategies 
should guarantee local stability properties for the desired uncongested equilibrium point of the 
freeway model.  
 
    A Lyapunov approach was adopted in [14,15], which led to the robust, global exponential 
stabilization of the uncongested equilibrium point of a nonlinear freeway model. The nonlinear 
freeway model considered in [14,15] is a generalization of various freeway models (see [4,5,19]), 
which are special cases of the model used in [14,15]. However, the nonlinear feedback stabilizer 
demands the knowledge of several model parameters, which are usually unknown. The present 
work proposes an adaptive control scheme, which is based on a dead-beat nonlinear observer and 
guarantees the robust, global exponential convergence rate to the desired uncongested point of the 
freeway model.   
 
   The structure of the present work is as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the development of the 
robust, global, exponential adaptive control scheme for nonlinear uncertain discrete-time systems. 
The obtained results are applied rigorously in Section 3 to uncertain freeway models for the robust, 
global, exponential attractivity of the (unknown) desired uncongested equilibrium point of the 
freeway model. The concluding remarks of the paper are given in Section 4. 
 
 
Notation. Throughout this paper, we adopt the following notation:  
  ),0[:  . For every set S , 
timesn
n SSS   for every positive integer n .  nn   : . For every 
x ,  x  denotes the integer part of x .   For certain sets nSSS ,...,, 21 , the set nSSS  21  is 
denoted by 

n
i
iS
1
.  
  Let nyx , . By x  we denote the Euclidean norm of nx   and by x  we denote the transpose 
of nx  . 
  When R  is an index set, then by );( Rixi   we denote a vector with components all ix  with 
Ri , in increasing order. For example, if }10,5,2{R , then ),,();( 1052  xxxRixi .    
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2. Exponential Stabilization Of Systems With Unknown Parameters  
 
      Consider the discrete-time system: 
DdXzzdFz n  ,,),(                                                (2.1) 
where nX   is a non-empty closed set with Xz  , lD   is a non-empty set, XXDF :  is a 
locally bounded mapping with   zzdF ),(  for all Dd  . In this work we adopt the following robust 
exponential stability notion (see similar notions in [7,13,18]).  
 
Definition 2.2: We say that Xz   is Robustly Globally Exponentially Stable (RGES) for system 
(2.1) if there exist constants 0, M  such that for every Xz 0 ,   0ii Dd ,  the solution )(tz  of 
(2.1) with 0)0( zz   corresponding to   0ii Dd  satisfies     zztMztz 0exp)(   for all 0t . 
 
We next consider discrete-time systems with uncertain constant parameters and outputs. Consider 
the discrete-time system: 
),,,( uxdfx  , UuDdSx  ,,                                               (2.2) 
where nS  , lD  , mU  , q  are non-empty sets and SUSDf :  is a locally 
bounded mapping. In this setting, Sx  denotes the state of system (2.2), Dd   is an unknown, time-
varying input, Uu  is the control input and   denotes the vector of unknown, constant 
parameters. The measured output of the system is given by 
))(,),(()( txtdhty                                                      (2.3) 
where kSDh :  is a locally bounded mapping. We assume that Sx   is an equilibrium 
point for system (2.2) and Dd   is a vanishing perturbation, i.e., there exist vectors 
)}{( SDhy    such that   xuxdf ),,,(  , ),,(   xdhy   for all Dd  . Moreover, let kY   be a 
set with YSDh  )( . 
     In what follows we denote by ))(),...,2(),1(()()( ptytytyty p   for certain positive integer 0p  
the “ p history” of the signal )(ty  (defined for all pt  ).  
The main result of this section provides sufficient conditions for dynamic, robust, global, 
exponential stabilization of the equilibrium point Sx  . The stabilizer is constructed under the 
following assumptions.  
 
(H1) Suppose that there exists a mapping UYk :  such that Sx   is RGES for the closed-loop 
system (2.2), (2.3) with  yku , .  
(H2) Suppose that there exist a positive integer 0p , a mapping  AY:  and a set pYA  
which contains all pYw  in a neighborhood of ),...,(  yy , such that for every sequence 
  0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   and for every Sx 0 , the solution )(tx  of (2.2), (2.3) with ),ˆ( yku  , initial 
condition 0)0( xx   corresponding to inputs   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   satisfies ))(),(( )( tyty p  for all 
pt   with Aty p )()( .  
(H3) There exists a positive integer 0m , such that for every sequence   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   and for 
every Sx 0 , the solution )(tx  of (2.2), (2.3) with ),ˆ( yku  , initial condition 0)0( xx   
corresponding to inputs   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   satisfies Atity p  ))(()(  for some },...,1,0{)( mti   and for 
all pmt  . 
 
Assumption (H1) is a standard assumption, which guarantees the existence of a robust global 
exponential stabilizer when the vector of the parameters   is known. Assumptions (H2)-(H3) 
are equivalent to complete, robust observability assumption of   from the output given by (2.3) (see 
also [12]).  
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Theorem 2.1: Consider system (2.2) with output given by (2.3) under assumption (H1), (H2), (H3). 
Moreover, suppose that the sets  ,),( YUSDf  are bounded. Finally, assume that there exist a 
constant 0L , neighborhoods nN 1  of x , kN 2  of y , qN 3  of  , such that the 
inequalities  
   ˆ),,())),,(,ˆ(,,,( LxxLyxdhxxdhkxdf , 


 
p
i
i ywLxxLwxdh
1
)),,,((   
hold for all SNx  1 , Dd  ,  3ˆ N , YNwi  2  ( pi ,...,1 ) with ),...,( 1 pwww  .  
Then the dynamic feedback stabilizer 
 yku Awifwy
Awif
ww
ww
yw
pp
,ˆ
),(
ˆˆ
1
12
1




 









                                               (2.4) 
where pp Ywww  ),...,( 1 , ˆ  achieves the following: 
1) There exist constants 0, M  such that for every sequence   0)( iDid  and for every 
 pYSwx )ˆ,,( 000  , the solution ))(ˆ),(),(( ttwtx   of the closed-loop system (2.2), (2.3) with (2.4), 
initial condition )ˆ,,())0(ˆ),0(),0(( 000  wxwx   corresponding to input   0)( iDid  satisfies 



 









)0(ˆ)0()0()exp(
)(ˆ)()(
1
1
p
i
i
p
i
i
ywxxtM
tytwxtx
, for all 0t                        (2.5) 
2) For every sequence   0)( iDid  and for every  pYSwx )ˆ,,( 000  , the solution 
))(ˆ),(),(( ttwtx   of the closed-loop system (2.2), (2.3) with (2.4), initial condition 
)ˆ,,())0(ˆ),0(),0(( 000  wxwx   corresponding to input   0)( iDid  satisfies  )(ˆ t , for all 1 pmt . 
 
Remark: The dynamic feedback stabilizer (2.4) achieves dead-beat estimation of the vector of 
unknown parameters  . More, specifically, the variable ˆ  provides an estimate of the vector of 
unknown parameters  . Due to the dead-beat estimation, the exponential convergence property 
for the closed-loop system is preserved, as estimate (2.5) shows.  
 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 relies on the following technical lemma. 
 
Lemma 2.2: Consider system (2.1) and suppose that the following hold: 
i) There exist constants 0, M  such that for every 0z ,   0)( iDid  the solution )(tz  of  (2.1) 
with initial condition 0)0( zz   corresponding to input   0)( iDid  satisfies 
)exp()( 0 tzzMztz    for all 0t . 
ii) There exists an integer 1N  such that for every Xz 0 ,   0)( iDid  and Nt   there exists 
},...,1,0{)( Nti   for which the solution )(tz  of  (2.1) with initial condition 0)0( zz   corresponding to 
input   0)( iDid  satisfies  ))(( titz . 
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iii) There exists a constant 1L , such that the inequality   zzLzzdF ),(  holds for all Dd   
and for all Xz  in a neighborhood of z .  
Then Xz   is RGES for the uncertain system (2.1).  
 
Proof: By virtue of assumption (iii), there exists 0  such that the inequality   zzLzzdF ),(  
holds for all Dd   and   zyXyAz :: . Since XXDF :  is a bounded mapping, there 
exists a constant 0R  which satisfies    RDdXzzdF  ,:),(sup                                                         (2.6) 
It follows from (2.6) and the triangle inequality that the following inequality holds: 
   













zRDdXzzzdF
AXzDd
zz
zzdF
11 ,:),(sup
\,:
),(
sup

                                         (2.7) 
Combining (2.7) and the fact that   zzLzzdF ),(  holds for all Dd   and for all Az , we get: 
    zzzRLzzdF )(,max),( 1 , for all XDzd ),(                      (2.8) 
Let Xz 0  be an arbitrary vector and let   0)( iDid  be an arbitrary sequence. Consider the solution 
)(tz  of  ),( zdFz   with initial condition 0)0( zz   corresponding to input   0)( iDid . By virtue of 
assumption (ii), there exists },...,1,0{)( NNi   with  ))(( NiNz . By virtue of assumption (i), we get: 
))(exp()()( ktzkzMztz    , for all kt  , where )(NiNk  .              (2.9) 
Notice that },...,1,0{ Nk . Using induction and (2.8), we get  
  zzLztz t 0~)( , for all 0t ,                                              (2.10) 
where   1)(,max:~ 1   zRLL  . Combining (2.9), (2.10) and the fact that },...,1,0{ Nk  , we obtain: 
)exp()exp(~)( 0 tzzNLMztz N    , for all 0t                                 (2.11) 
Noticing that assumption (iii) guarantees that ),(   zdFz , we conclude that estimate (2.11) implies 
that Xz   is RGES for the uncertain system (2.1). The proof is complete.       
We are now ready to provide the proof of Theorem 2.1.  
 
Proof of Theorem 2.1: Let )(x  be the (possibly empty) set of all pp Ywww  ),...,( 1  for which 
there exist S , Diid ))(ˆ),((  , ,1,...,0  pi  such that the vectors )(ix , pi ,...,0 , defined by the 
recursive formula  
)0(x , ))))(,),((),(ˆ(),(,),(()1( ixidhikixidfix  , for 1,...,0  pi ,              (2.12) 
satisfy xpx )(  and ))(,),(( ixidhw ip   for 1,...,0  pi .  
All assumptions of Lemma 2.2 hold with  pYSX , )ˆ,,( wxz  ,  Sxxwwx  ),(:),,(  , 
1 pmN , ),,...,,(   yyxz  and   














)ˆ,),,,((
),,(
),,(,ˆ,,,
:),(
1
1



wxdhg
w
w
xdh
xdhkxdf
zdF
p

’ 
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where 
 

Awifwxdh
Awifwxdhg )),,,((
ˆ:)ˆ,),,,(( 
 . We show next that assumptions (i), (ii) of 
Lemma 2.2 are direct consequences of assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3).   
    Let   0)( iDid  be an arbitrary sequence and let )ˆ,,( 000 wx  be an arbitrary vector with  0ˆ . 
Consider the solution ))(ˆ),(),(( ttwtx   of the closed-loop system (2.2), (2.3) with (2.4), initial 
condition )ˆ,,())0(ˆ),0(),0(( 000  wxwx   corresponding to input   0)( iDid . By virtue of (2.12), the 
component )(tx  of the solution satisfies )()( ptxtx   for all 0t , for certain solution )(ix  of the 
system ))),,(,(,,,( xdhvkxfx   (that corresponds to certain inputs   0))(),(( tDtvt  with 
)()( tdpt  , )(ˆ)( tptv   for all 0t  and appropriate initial condition S ). Moreover, 
))(()()( )( txptytw p   for all 0t , where ))(,),(()( txthty  . Notice that if Aww  0)0(  then 
Apy p )()( , and, consequently, assumption (H2) guarantees that  )1(ˆ . If Aww  0)0(  then 
  )0(ˆ)1(ˆ . Using induction and the previous argument, it follows that  )(ˆ t  for all 0t . 
Therefore, assumption (i) of Lemma 2.1 is a consequence of assumption (H1).  
    Assumption (ii) of Lemma 2.1 follows from the fact that ))(()()( )( txtytw p   for all pt  . 
Assumption (H3) guarantees that Atitytitw p  ))(())(( )(  for some },...,1,0{)( mti   and for all 
pmt  . It follows from (2.4) that   )1)((ˆ tit . Since 11)(  ptit , we also get ))(()1)(( txtitw   
and thus  )1)(( titz . Therefore, assumption (ii) of Lemma 2.2 holds with 1 pmN .  
    Since pYA  contains all pYw  in a neighborhood of ),...,(  yy  and since there exist 
neighborhoods nN 1  of x , kN 2  of y , qN 3  of  , such that the inequalities  
   ˆ),,()),ˆ(,,,( LxxLyxdhxxkxdf , 

 
p
i
i ywLxxLwxdh
1
)),,,((   
hold for all SNx  1 , Dd  ,  3ˆ N , YNwi  2  ( pi ,...,1 ) with ),...,( 1 pwww  , it follows that 
assumption (iii) of Lemma 2.2 holds.        
 
 
 
3. Application to Freeway Traffic Control  
 
3.I. The freeway model 
 
We consider a freeway which consists of 3n  components or cells; typical cell lengths may be 
200-500 m. Each cell may have an external inflow (e.g. from corresponding on-ramps), located near 
the cell’s upstream boundary; and an external outflow (e.g. via corresponding off-ramps), located 
near the cell’s downstream boundary (Figure 1). The number of vehicles at time 0t  in component 
},...,1{ ni  is denoted by )(txi . The total outflow and the total inflow of vehicles of the component 
},...,1{ ni  at time 0t  are denoted by 0)(, tF outi  and 0)(, tF ini , respectively. All flows during a 
time interval are measured in [veh]. Consequently, the balance of vehicles (conservation equation) 
for each component },...,1{ ni  gives: 
 
)()()()1( ,, tFtFtxtx inioutiii  , ni ,...,1 , 0t .                                  (3.1) 
 
    Each component of the network has storage capacity 0ia  ( ni ,...,1 ). Our first assumption states 
that the external (off-ramp) flows from each cell are constant percentages of the total exit flow, i.e., 
there exist constants )1,0[iP , ni ,...,1 , such that: 
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)()1(1 , tFPicelltoicellfrom
vehiclesofflow
outii



 , for 1,...,1  ni                                (3.2) 
 
)(, tFPfreewaytheofoutregionstoicellfrom
vehiclesofflow
outii


 , for ni ,...,1 .                       (3.3) 
 
The constants iP  are known as exit rates. Since the n -th cell is the last downstream cell of the 
considered freeway, we may assume that 1nP . We also assume that 1iP  for 1,...,1  ni , and that 
all exits to regions out of the network can accommodate the respective exit flows.  
 
    Our second assumption is dealing with the attempted outflows )( ii xf , i.e. the flows that will exit 
the cell if there is sufficient space in the downstream cell. We assume that there exist functions 
],0[: ii af  with iii xxf  )(0  for ],0( ii ax  , variables ]1,0[)( tsi , ni ,...,2 , so that: 
 
))(()()( 11,1 txftstF iiiouti   , ni ,...,2 , 0t  and ))(()(, txftF nnoutn  .                          (3.4) 
 
     The variable ]1,0[)( tsi , for each ni ,...,2 , indicates the percentage of the attempted outflow 
from cell 1i  that becomes actual outflow from the same cell. The function ],0[: ii af  is 
called, in the specialized literature of Traffic Engineering (see, e.g., [4,5,6,19,20,21]), the demand-
part of the fundamental diagram of the i -th cell, i.e. the flow that will exit the cell i if there is 
sufficient space in the downstream cell i+1. Notice that equation (3.4) for )(, tF outn  follows from our 
assumption that all exits to regions out of the network can accommodate the exit flows. 
 
   Let 0iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) denote the attempted external inflow to component },...,1{ ni  from the region 
out of the freeway. Typically, iv , ni ,...,2 , correspond to external on-ramp flows which may be 
determined by a ramp metering control strategy. For the very first cell 1, we assume, for 
convenience, that there is just one external inflow, 01 v . Let the variables ]1,0[)( tWi , ni ,...,1 , 
indicate the percentage of the attempted external inflow to component },...,1{ ni  that becomes 
actual inflow. Then, we obtain from (3.2) and (3.4): 
 
)()()( 11,1 tvtWtF in   and ))(()1)(()()()( 111, txfPtstvtWtF iiiiiiini  , ni ,...,2 .                  (3.5) 
 
     Our next assumption requires that the inflow of vehicles at the cell },...,1{ ni  at time 0t , 
denoted by 0)(, tF ini , cannot exceed the supply function of cell },...,1{ ni  at time 0t , i.e., 
 
 ))((,min)(, txacqtF iiiiini  , ni ,...,1 , 0t                                            (3.6) 
 
where ),0( iq  denotes the maximum flow that the i -th cell can receive (or the capacity flow of 
the i -th cell) and ]1,0(ic  ( ni ,...,1 ) denotes the congestion wave speed of the i-th cell.  
 
    Following [4], we assume that, when the total demand flow of a cell is lower than the supply of 
the downstream cell, i.e. when  ))((,min))(()1()( 111 txacqtxfPtv iiiiiiii    for some },...,2{ ni , then the 
demand flow can be fully accommodated by the downstream cell, and hence we have 
1)()(  tWts ii . Similarly, when  ))((,min)( 11111 txacqtv  , then we have 1)( tWi . In contrast, when 
the total demand flow of a cell is higher than the supply of the downstream cell, i.e. when 
 ))((,min))(()1()( 111 txacqtxfPtv iiiiiiii    for some },...,2{ ni  (or when 
 ))((,min)( 11111 txacqtv  ), then the demand flow cannot be fully accommodated by the downstream 
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cell, and the actual flow is determined by the supply function, i.e. we have  ))((,min)(, txacqtF iiiiini   
(or  ))((,min)( 1111,1 txacqtF in  ). Therefore, we get: 
 
 )()),((,min)( 11111,1 tvtxacqtF in  , 0t                                           (3.7) 
   















 ))(()1(
))((,min,1min)())(()1(
)())((,min,0max,1min))(1()(
111111 txfP
txacqtd
txfP
tvtxacqtdts
iii
iiii
i
iii
iiiii
ii , ni ,...,2 , 0t    (3.8) 
 ))(()1()()),((,min)( 111, txfPtvtxacqtF iiiiiiiiini  , ni ,...,2 , 0t                         (3.9) 
where  
]1,0[)( td i , ni ,...,2 , 0t                                                  (3.10) 
 
are time-varying parameters. Note that, if the supply is higher than the total demand, then (3.8) 
yields 1is , irrespective of the value of id , since the total demand flow can be accommodated by 
the downstream cell. Thus, the parameter id  determines the relative inflow priorities, when the 
downstream supply prevails. Specifically, when 0)( td i , then the on-ramp inflow has absolute 
priority over the internal inflow; on the other hand, when 1)( td i , then the internal inflow has 
absolute priority over the on-ramp inflow; while intermediate values of id  reflect intermediate 
priority cases. The parameters ]1,0[)( td i  are treated as unknown parameters (disturbances). Notice 
that by introducing the parameters ]1,0[)( td i  (and by allowing them to be time-varying), we have 
taken into account all possible cases for the relative priorities of the inflows (and we also allow the 
priority rules to be time-varying); see [3,4] for freeway models with specific priority rules, which 
are special cases of our general approach.   
 
 Figure 1: Scheme of the freeway model.  
 
      All the above are illustrated in Figure 1. Combining equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4), (3.7) and 
(3.9) we obtain the following discrete-time dynamical system: 
 
111121
1111111211
)(
),(,min)(
vwxfsx
vxacqxfsxx

                                             (3.11) 
 
)()1()(
)()1(),(,min)(
1111
1111




iiiiiiiiii
iiiiiiiiiiiii
xfPsvWxfsx
xfPvxacqxfsxx , for 1,...,2  ni                (3.12) 
 
)()1()(
)()1(),(,min)(
111
111




nnnnnnnnn
nnnnnnnnnnnn
xfPsvWxfx
xfPvxacqxfxx                                  (3.13) 
where ]1,0[is , ni ,...,2  are given by (3.8). The values of ]1,0[iW , ni ,...,1 , may also be similarly 
derived from (3.5), (3.7), (3.9) when 0iv  but they are not needed in what follows. Define 



n
i
iaS
1
],0( . Since the functions ],0[: ii af  satisfy iii xxf  )(0  for all ],0( ii ax  , it follows 
that (3.11), (3.12), (3.13) is an uncertain control system on S  (i.e., Sxxx n  ),...,( 1 ) with inputs 
1
1 ),0(),...,(  nnvvv  and disturbances 12 ]1,0[),...,(  nnddd . We emphasize again that the 
uncertainty 1]1,0[  nd  appears in the equations (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13) only when the supply 
function prevails, i.e., only when  ))((,min))(()1()( 111 txacqtxfPtv iiiiiiii    for some },...,2{ ni .  
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We make the following assumption for the functions ],0[: ii af  ( ni ,...,1 ): 
 
(H) There exist constants ],0( ii a  and )1,0(ir  such that zrzf ii )(  for ],0[ iz  . Moreover, there 
exists a positive constant 0min if  such that min)()( iiiiii fzfrf    for all ],[ ii az  .  
 
Assumption (H) is a technical assumption that allows a very general class of demand functions 
(which are also allowed to be discontinuous). A more general assumption than assumption (H) was 
used in [14,15], but in [14,15] it was assumed that all parameters of the model were known. More 
specifically, in [14,15], it was not necessary the demand functions ],0[: ii af  ( ni ,...,1 ) to be 
linear on the corresponding intervals ],0[ i .    
 
 
3.II. Global Exponential Stabilization of Freeway Models 
 
    Define the vector field SSDF n   1),0(:~  for all 


n
i
iaSx
1
],0( , 
1
2 ]1,0[),...,(  nn Dddd  and 1),0(  nv :  
n
n vxdFvxdFvxdF  )),,(~),....,,,(~(),,(~ 1  
with  1111111211 ),(,min)(),,(~ vxacqxfsxvxdF  , 
 )()1(),(,min)(),,(~ 1111   iiiiiiiiiiiii xfPvxacqxfsxvxdF , for 1,...,2  ni , 
 )()1(),(,min)(),,(~ 111  nnnnnnnnnnnn xfPvxacqxfxvxdF  and 
   















 )()1(
)(,min,1min)()1(
)(,min,0max,1min)1(
111111 iii
iiii
i
iii
iiiii
ii xfP
xacq
d
xfP
vxacq
ds , for ni ,...,2 .  (3.14) 
   Notice that, using definition (3.14), the control system (3.11), (3.12), (3.13) can be written in the 
following vector form: 
1),0(,,,),,(~   nvDdSxvxdFx .                                (3.15) 
Consider the freeway model (3.15) under assumption (H). Let 11 ),0(),...,(   nnvvv  be a 
vector that satisfies: 
 
 
 iiiiii
i
j
i
jk
kji racqPvv
racqv


),(,min)1(
),(,min
1
1
1
1111111






 





                                (3.16) 
Any inflow vector that satisfies (3.16), defines an uncongested equilibrium point 


 
n
i
inxxx
1
1 ),0(),...,(   for the freeway model:  
niPvvrx
vrx
i
j
i
jk
kjiii ,...,2,)1(
1
1
1
1
1
1
11














 





                               (3.17) 
The uncongested equilibrium point is not globally exponentially stable for arbitrary 01 v , 0iv  
( ni ,...,2 ); indeed, for relatively large values of inflows 01 v , 0iv  ( ni ,...,2 ),  other equilibria 
for model (3.15) (congested equilibria) may appear, for which the cell densities are large and can 
attract the solution of (3.15).  
    The following result (see [14,15]) is the main result in feedback design that provides the nominal 
feedback for the adaptive control scheme that we intend to use. The result shows that a continuous, 
robust, global exponential stabilizer exists for every freeway model of the form (3.15) under 
assumption (H).  
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Theorem 3.1: Consider system (3.15) with 3n  under assumption (H) for each ni ,...,1 . Then 
there exist a subset  },...,1{ nR   of the set of all indices },...,1{ ni  with 0iv ,  constants ]1,0( , 
),0(  ii vb  for Ri  and a constant 0  such that for every ),0(    the feedback law nSk :  
defined by: 
n
n xkxkxk  ))(),...,(()( 1  with   )(,max)( 1 xbvvbxk iiiii    , for all Sx , Ri  and   ii vxk )( , for all Sx , Ri          (3.18) 
where  
 


n
i
ii
i xxx
1
,0max:)(  , for all Sx                                       (3.19) 
achieves robust global exponential stabilization of the uncongested equilibrium point x  of system 
(3.15), i.e., x  is RGES for the closed-loop system (3.15) with )(xkv  . 
 
   The result of Theorem 3.1 (see [14,15]) is based on the construction of a Control Lyapunov 
function for system (3.15) under a more general assumption than assumption (H). The feedback law 
provides values for the controllable inflows iv , Ri ,  in the interval ],[ ii vb  for all Ri , where 
),0(  ii vb  for Ri  are the minimum allowable inflows. Since the proof of Theorem 3.1 is 
constructive, criteria for the selection of the index set },...,1{ nR   and the constants ]1,0( , 
),0(  ii vb  for Ri  and 0  are provided.    
  Without loss of generality, we will assume, in what follows, that R  (because otherwise the 
uncongested equilibrium point is open-loop RGES).  
 
    Let ),0( ii   , ),0(max, iv  ( ni ,...,1 ) be constants such that 
 )(,min 1111max,1  acqv , 
 )(,min)1( 111max, iiiiiiii acqrPv    , ni ,...,2                          (3.20) 
It follows that if 


n
i
ix
1
),0(   and 


n
i
ivvv
2
max,max,1 ],0[],0( : 
1iW , for ni ,...,1  and 1is , for ni ,...,2                                   (3.21) 
11111 )( vxfxx  , )()1()( 111   iiiiiiii xfPvxfxx , for ni ,...,2 .               (3.22) 
 
In what follows, we assume that 

 
n
i
inxxx
1
1 ],0(),...,(  , ],[ max,iii vbv   for Ri  and for 
some )2/1,0(  and 

 
n
i
ivvv
2
max,max,1 ],0[],0( . Moreover, we assume that ]1,0[ iP  for 
1,...,1  ni  and ]1,[  ir  for ni ,...,1 .  
 
    Another feature of the present problem is that the selection of the uncongested equilibrium point 
may be made in an implicit way. For example, we may want the uncongested equilibrium point that 
guarantees the maximum outflow from the freeway. In such cases, the equilibrium position of the 
controllable inflows is determined as a function of the nominal values of the uncontrollable inflows 
and the parameters of the freeway, i.e., there exists a smooth function  


 
Ri
ii
n
Ri
i
n vbvg ],[]1,[],0[]1,0[: max,max,1   
such that 
),;,();( rRivPgRiv ii                                                  (3.23) 
where 111 ]1,0[),...,(   nnPPP   and nnrrr ]1,[),...,( 1   . 
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3.III. Measurements and Unknown Parameters 
 
Let },...,1{ nm  be the cardinal number of the set R  and let m
Ri
ii vbUu ),0(],[ max,  

 be the 
vector of all controllable inflows iv  with Ri .  
   The model parameters which are (usually) unknown or uncertain are: the exit rates )1,0[iP  for 
1,...,1  ni , the uncontrollable inflows  iv  for Ri  and the demand coefficients )1,0(ir  for 
ni ,...,1 . All these parameters will be denoted by ),;,( rRivP i    and are assumed to take values in 
a compact set      n
Ri
i
n v   

 1,,01,0: max,1 , for some )2/1,0( . Therefore, the control 
system (3.11), (3.12), (3.13) can be written in the following vector form: 





Ri
ii vbUuDdSx
uxdFx
],[,,,
),,,(
max,

                                     (3.24) 
Notice that the feedback law defined by (3.18) is a feedback law of the form ),( xku  : the 
feedback law depends on the unknown parameters through x  and );( Rivi   (recall (3.17) and 
(3.23)). It follows that assumption (H1) holds for system (3.24). An explicit definition of the 
feedback law USk :  is given by the following equations for all   )ˆ,;ˆ,ˆ(ˆ rRivP i , Sx  
with nnrrr ]1,[)ˆ,...,ˆ(ˆ 1   , 111 ]1,0[)ˆ,...,ˆ(ˆ   nnPPP  : 
)ˆ,;ˆ,ˆ();ˆ( rRivPgRiv ii                                                      (3.25)  
niPvvrx
vrx
i
i
j
i
jk
kjiii ,...,2,,)ˆ1(ˆˆˆminˆ
,ˆˆminˆ
1
1
1
1
11111






















 







                     (3.26) 
),ˆ( xku   with   ),ˆ(ˆˆ,max),ˆ( 1 xbvvbxk iiiii    , for all Sx , Ri          (3.27) 
 


n
i
ii
i xxx
1
ˆ,0max:),ˆ(  , for all Sx ,                               (3.28) 
   The measured quantities are the cell densities Sx  and the outflows from each cell. We have two 
kinds of outflows from each cell: the outflow to regions out of the freeway 
)(
1,...,1,)(
),....,(
,
1,
,,1
nnoutn
iiiiouti
n
outnoutout
xfQ
nixfsPQ
QQQ





                                        (3.29) 
and the outflows from one cell to the next cell 
1,...,1,)()1(
),....,(
1
1
11




nixfsPQ
QQQ
iiiii
n
n                                        (3.30) 
Therefore, the measured output is given by: 
 
1),,(),,(   nnout SQQxxdhy  ,                                   (3.31) 
Assumption (H) guarantees that  


1
11
],0[],0[:)(
n
i
i
n
i
i aaSYSDh . Notice that 
 


1
11
],0[],0[:
n
i
i
n
i
i aaSY  is a bounded set.  
 
It follows from (3.21), (3.22), (3.29), (3.30), assumption (H) and the fact that ),0( ii    ( ni ,...,1 ), 
that:  
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“if 


n
i
itx
1
),0()1(  , 1t , then the following equations hold: 
1,...,1,)1()1(
)1(
,
, 
 ni
tQtQ
tQ
P
iouti
outi
i                                  (3.32) 
)1()1()1()1()( 1,   tQtQtQtxtxv ioutiiiii , Rni \},...,2{                      (3.33) 
)1()1()1()( ,11111  tQtQtxtxv out , if R1                             (3.34) 
)1(
)1()1(,


tx
tQtQ
r
i
iouti
i , ni ,...,1 ”.                                      (3.35) 
Equations (3.32), (3.33), (3.34), (3.35), (3.31) allow us to define a mapping  YSDh )(:  
for which ))1(),((),...,,;,,...,( 111   tytyrrRivPP nin  for all 1t  with Aty  )1( , where YA  is the 
set for which 
Awwww  ),,( 321 1,...,10),0(,),,( ,3,2
1
1321  

niforwwandwYwww ii
n
i
i .    (3.36) 
The mapping  YSDh )(:  is defined by  
),()ˆ,...,ˆ,;ˆ,ˆ,...,ˆ(ˆ 111 wyrrRivPP nin                                               (3.37) 
1,...,1,,1minˆ
,3,2
,2 



 niww
w
P
ii
i
i                                             (3.38) 
  1,3,2,3,1max, ,min,0maxˆ   iiiiiii wwwwxvv , if Rni \},...,2{  and ni                 (3.39)   1,3,2,1max, ,min,0maxˆ   nnnnnn wwwxvv , if Rn                               (3.40)   1,21,31,11max,11 ,min,0maxˆ wwwxvv  , if R1                                 (3.41) 







 
i
ii
i w
ww
r
,1
,3,2,1min,maxˆ  , 1,...,1  ni                                   (3.42) 







 
n
n
n w
w
r
,1
,2,1min,maxˆ                                                     (3.43) 
    Using assumption (H), (3.16), (3.17) and (3.31), it follows that there exists Yy   with 
),,(   xdhy   for all Dd  . By virtue of our assumption 

 
n
i
inxxx
1
1 ),0(),...,(   and 


 
n
i
ivvv
2
max,max,1 ],0[],0( , (3.36), we conclude that A  contains all Yw  in a neighborhood of y . It 
follows that (H2) holds with 1p  for system (3.24) with output given by (3.29), (3.30), (3.31).  
    In order to prove that assumption (H3) holds for system (3.24) with output given by (3.29), 
(3.30), (3.31), we need the following fact, which is a consequence of property (C5) shown in [14] 
and (3.20).  
Fact: Define 


j
i
ij xxI
1
:)(  for nj ,...,1 . There exists a constant )1,0(C  such that the following 
inequality holds: 


 
n
i
i
n
i
i
n
i
i vinxICxI
111
)1()()1()( , for all 1
2
max,max,1 ]1,0[],0[],0(),,( 

  nn
i
ivvSdvx      (3.44) 
where x  is given by (3.24).  
 
The following proposition guarantees that assumption (H3) holds for system (3.24) with output 
(3.29), (3.30), (3.31). 
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Proposition 3.2: Suppose that 0ib  ( Ri ) and max,iv ( Ri ) are sufficiently small and that 0  is 
sufficiently small (  1max,2 )(min   iiRin bv ). Then there exists an integer 1m  such that for every 
sequence   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   and for every Sx 0 , the solution )(tx  of (3.24), (3.31) with ),ˆ( xku  , 
initial condition 0)0( xx   corresponding to inputs   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   satisfies Atity  ))(1(  for 
some },...,1,0{)( mti   and for all 1 mt .   
 
Proof: Assume that 0ib  ( Ri ) and max,iv ( Ri ) are sufficiently small so that 
 ini
Ri
i
Ri
i inCvinbin )1(min)1()1( ,...,1max,    .                                   (3.45) 
Since  1max,2 )(min   iiRin bv  and ],[ˆ max,iii vbv   for Ri , it follows that   niiii bvbv    )(ˆ max,11 , for all Ri .                                     (3.46) 
Let 1m  be an integer that satisfies  
 














 

 





)1ln(
)1(ln)1(minln
2 1
1
,...,1
C
ainCin
m
n
i
iini

.                                 (3.47) 
Next, we show the following claim. 
 
Claim: If x  then for every 1]1,0[),ˆ(  nd  it holds that 
 


n
i
i
n
i
i xICxI
11
)()1()(                                           (3.48) 
where )1,0(C  is the constant involved in (3.44), 


Ri
i
Ri
i vinbin max,)1()1(:  and x  is given 
by (3.24) with ),ˆ( xku  .  
Proof of Claim: If 


n
i
ix
1
),0(  , then there exists },...,1{ ni  such that iix  . Since 


 
n
i
inxxx
1
1 ],0[)ˆ,...,ˆ(ˆ   (recall (3.26)), it follows from (3.28) and the fact that ]1,0(  that  
  niin xxx   ˆ),ˆ( . Since (3.46) holds, it follows from (3.27) that ii bv   for all Ri . Inequality 
(3.48) is a consequence of (3.44) and the fact that  max,,0 ii vv   for all Ri . The proof of the claim 
is complete. 
We show next, by means of a contradiction, that for every sequence   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   and for 
every Sx 0 , the solution )(tx  of (3.24), (3.31) with ),ˆ( yku  , initial condition 0)0( xx   
corresponding to inputs   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   satisfies Atity  ))(1(  for some },...,1,0{)( mti   and for 
all 1 mt . 
Suppose that, on the contrary, there exists a sequence   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd  , a vector Sx 0  and an 
integer 1 mt , such that the solution )(tx  of (3.24), (3.31) with ),ˆ( yku  , initial condition 
0)0( xx   corresponding to inputs   0))(ˆ),(( tDttd   satisfies Atity  ))(1(  for all },...,1,0{)( mti  . 
By virtue of (3.36), this implies that  ))(1( titx  for all },...,1,0{)( mti   (notice that (3.21), (3.22), 
(3.29), (3.30), (3.31) and (3.36) guarantee that x  implies that Ay ). It follows from the Claim, 
that  
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 

n
i
i
n
i
i lxIClxI
11
))(()1())1(( , for 1,...,1  tmtl .                     (3.49) 
Using (3.49) repeatedly, we get: 
C
CmtxICtxI
mn
i
i
m
n
i
i
)1(1))1(()1())1((
11
 

 .                                (3.50) 
Using the definition 


j
i
ij xxI
1
:)(  for nj ,...,1  and the fact that 


n
i
iaSx
1
],0( , we get from (3.50): 
1
1
)1()1()1()1( 

  CainCtxjn n
i
i
m
j , for all nj ,...,1 .                 (3.51) 
Using (3.51), (3.45) and (3.47), we get: 
 inij intxjn )1(min)1()1( ,...,1   , for all nj ,...,1  
which implies that 


n
i
itx
1
),0()1(  , a contradiction. The proof is complete.         
 
The main result for the freeway model is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the fact that all 
functions are sufficiently smooth in a neighborhood of the equilibrium. 
 
Corollary 3.3: Consider system (3.24) with output given by (3.29), (3.30), (3.31). Suppose that 
0ib  ( Ri ) and max,iv ( Ri ) are sufficiently small and that 0  is sufficiently small. Then the 
dynamic feedback law given by: 
QwQwxw out   321 ,,                                                        (3.52) 
1,...,1,,1min
ˆ
ˆ
,3,2
,2 








 ni
Awif
ww
w
AwifP
P
ii
i
i
i                               (3.53) 
  






Awifwwwwxv
Awifv
v
iiiiii
i
i
1,3,2,3,1max, ,min,0max
ˆ)ˆ( , if Rni \},...,2{  and ni            (3.54) 
  






Awifwwwxv
Awifv
v
nnnnn
n
n
1,3,2,1max, ,min,0max
ˆ)ˆ( , if Rn                          (3.55) 
  





Awifwwwxv
Awifv
v
1,21,31,11max,1
11 ,min,0max
ˆ)ˆ( , if R1                        (3.56) 










 

 Awif
w
ww
Awifr
r
i
ii
i
i
,1
,3,2,1min,max
ˆ
ˆ  , 1,...,1  ni                          (3.57) 










 

 Awif
w
w
Awifr
r
n
n
n
n
,1
,2,1min,max
ˆ
ˆ                                                 (3.58) 
with (3.25), (3.26), (3.27), (3.28), )ˆ,...,ˆ(ˆ 11  nPPP , ),...,( 11  nPPP , )ˆ,...,ˆ(ˆ 1 nrrr  , ),...,( 1 nrrr  , 
),,( 321 wwww  , )ˆ,...,ˆ(ˆ 1   nvvv , achieves the following: 
1) There exist constants 0, M  such that for every sequence   0)( iDid  and for every 
 YSrRjvPwx j )ˆ,;ˆ,ˆ,,( 0000 , the solution of the closed-loop system (3.24), (3.31) with (3.52)-
(3.58), (3.25)-(3.28), initial condition )ˆ,;ˆ,ˆ,,())0(ˆ,);0(ˆ),0(ˆ),0(),0(( 0000 rRjvpwxrRjvpwx jj    
corresponding to input   0)( iDid  satisfies 
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


 





Ri
ii vvPPrrywxxtM
vtvPtPrtrytwxtx
ˆ)0(ˆ)0(ˆ)0()0()exp(
)(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ)()(

, for all 0t            (3.59) 
2) There exists an integer 1N  such that for every sequence   0)( iDid  and for every 
 YSrRjvPwx j )ˆ,;ˆ,ˆ,,( 0000 , the solution of the closed-loop system (3.24), (3.31) with (3.52)-
(3.58), (3.25)-(3.28), initial condition )ˆ,;ˆ,ˆ,,())0(ˆ,);0(ˆ),0(ˆ),0(),0(( 0000 rRjvPwxrRjvPwx jj    
corresponding to input   0)( iDid  satisfies PtP )(ˆ , rtr )(ˆ ,   vtv )(ˆ , for all Nt  . 
 
Proof: Let 1N  be a neighborhood of *x , AN 2  be a neighborhood of *y , and let mnN  133  
be a neighborhood of  . Since 


n
i
i
1
),0(  , it follows from Assumption (H) and the fact that 
),0( ii    for ni ,...,1  that iiii xrxf )(  for ni ,...,1 . Definitions (3.29), (3.30), (3.31) in conjunction 
with (3.21) and the fact that )1,0[iP  for 1,...,1  ni , )1,0(ir  for ni ,...,1 , imply that the following 
inequality holds for all 


n
i
ix
1
),0(   and 12 ]1,0[),...,(  nn Dddd : 
*
11
**
1
1
*
*
1
1
**
1
)()1()()1(
)()()()(
),,(
xxrxxrxx
xfPxfP
xfxfxfPxfPxx
QQQQxxyxdh
n
i
i
n
i
iii
n
i
iiiiii
nnnn
n
i
iiiiii
outout



 












                           (3.60) 
Next, we notice that by virtue of (3.22) and the facts that )1,0[iP  for 1,...,1  ni , )1,0(ir  for 
ni ,...,1 , )()1()( 111   iiiiii xfPvxf  for ni ,...,2 ,   111 )( vxf , it follows that the following holds 
for all 


n
i
ix
1
),0(  , 1]1,0[  nDd  and mu  : 
















 











uumxxrPrn
uumxxrP
xxrxxr
xxfxfxuum
xxfPxfPxfxfx
xxfPvxfxxvxfx
xuxdF
n
i
ii
n
i
i
n
i
iiii
n
i
iii
n
i
iiiiiiiiiiii
n
i
iiiiiiii
2
11
1
2
1111
2
**111
*1*11111
2
*111111*
2
*111*11111
*
)1(
)1(
)1()1(
)()(
)()1()()1()()(
)()1()()(
),,,( 
                  (3.61) 
where );( Rivu i   . Using (3.27) and (3.28), it is straightforward to show that there exists a 
constant 0~ L  such that the following inequality holds for all Sxx ˆ,  and 

 
n
i
ivv
1
max, ],0[ˆ : 
  vvLxxLxxLuu ˆ~ˆ~~ .                                              (3.62) 
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Using (3.25), (3.26) and the fact that the function 

 
Ri
ii
n
Ri
i
n vbvg ],[]1,[],0[]1,0[: max,max,1   
is a smooth function, it follows that the following inequality holds for all  3ˆ N :  
   ˆˆˆ Mvvxx .                                                     (3.63) 
Finally, using definitions (3.37)-(3.43) in conjunction with the fact that AN 2 , it follows that there 
exists a constant 0L  such that  


 
p
i
i ywLxxLwxdh
1
)),,,((  , 
for all SNx  1 , Dd  ,  3ˆ N , YNwi  2  ( pi ,...,1 ) with ),...,( 1 pwww  .  (3.64) 
Since, we have already proved that assumptions (H1), (H2), (H3) hold for the closed-loop system 
(3.24), (3.31) with (3.52)-(3.58), (3.25)-(3.28), it follows from (3.60), (3.61), (3.62), (3.63) and 
(3.64) that all assumptions of Theorem 2.1 hold. Therefore, Corollary 3.3 is a direct application of 
Theorem 2.1 to the closed-loop system (3.24), (3.31) with (3.52)-(3.58), (3.25)-(3.28). The proof is 
complete.         
 
 
 
 
4. Concluding Remarks 
 
   Novel results for adaptive control schemes for uncertain discrete-time systems, which guarantee 
robust, global, exponential convergence to the desired equilibrium point of the system, were 
provided in the present work. The proposed control scheme consists of a nominal feedback law, 
which achieves robust, global, exponential stability properties when the vector of the parameters is 
known, in conjunction with a nonlinear, dead-beat observer. The proposed adaptive scheme did not 
require the knowledge of a Lyapunov function for the closed-loop system under the action of the 
nominal feedback stabilizer and is directly applicable to highly nonlinear, uncertain discrete-time 
systems with unknown constant parameters. 
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